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Advanced IP, email and web proxy management tool. Advanced IP, email and web proxy management tool.
This tool works in background with your system, check and manage proxy settings. It hides your IP, hide your
identity and surf the web anonymously. Smart IP Manager is the most advanced tool to check proxy settings.
It protects you from being tracked online by a web crawler or spyware. Hide your IP, your identity, your
online status and start surf anonymously. Visit the websites without being detected by your ISP. Smart IP
Manager is able to detect and download the IP address of any visited website (200 most visited, most
important). You can filter out websites by categories or keywords. Hide your IP Smart IP Manager can hide
your IP. You can choose where you want to hide your IP. You can hide your IP from the web, your ISP or
anyone. Free your web browsing from being tracked and attacked by a web crawler. Start surfing
anonymously. Hide your IP, your identity, and your online status. Smart IP Manager allows you to define an
exclusion list. Spyware and web crawler detection. Smart IP Manager is a spyware and web crawler detector.
It can detect and display what crawlers or web crawlers are currently visiting your IP address. Hide your
identity Select the proxy server from the list of available proxies. You can define an exclusion list with specific
keywords. The proxy can be an HTTP or SOCKS server, a Web cache or any other proxy server. Smart IP
Manager is able to detect and download the IP address of any visited website (200 most visited, most
important). You can filter out websites by categories or keywords. Simple proxy settings The proxy
configuration is automatic. You can use a user defined Proxy list or manual proxy settings. Use the Proxy
directly from the System Tray or run it as a background service. Monitor and manage proxy settings. In the
proxy settings window you can monitor and manage the current proxy status: - check your IP address - define
an exclusion list with specific keywords - filter out websites by categories or keywords - manage proxy
settings - update your exclusion list with new websites - update your IP address - monitor web proxy - proxy
information for several IP addresses - copy proxy settings from any Proxy server - update proxy settings for
several Proxy servers Check your proxy status with Smart IP Manager. Smart IP Manager allows you to
define an exclusion list
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Create professional-looking videos in no time! It's not as hard as you think! Exchange EXIF Information for
Digital Camera Photos Photo EXIF Manager is a powerful, yet simple-to-use software application that enables
you to view and edit EXIF information for digital camera photos. It comes in handy if you are looking for a
simple and effective method of stripping images of EXIF data in order to reduce their size occupied on the
disk, for example, which is significant if you are dealing with numerous images. The app does not come
packed with complex options or configuration settings, so it can be handled by all types of users, even those
with minimal experience in such apps. Quick setup and user-friendly GUI The installation procedure does not
take a long time to finish, and it does not require special attention. As far as the interface is concerned, Photo
EXIF Manager is wrapped in a user-friendly GUI made from a single window with a neatly organized
structure, where you can use the Explorer-based folder layout to navigate directories and location images
whose EXIF data you want to examine and change. Easily manage EXIF information It is possible to preview
the images within the main window, add new tags, edit and remove them, undo and redo actions, as well as
save the changes to a new file instead of the original one. Evaluation and conclusion There were no kind of
issues in our tests, since Photo EXIF Manager did not hang, crash or pop up error messages. It has a good
response time and minimal impact on computer performance, since it runs on low CPU not be feature-rich,
but it offers a simple solution to viewing, editing and removing EXIF information from images, and it can be
used by anyone. Easy Photo Movie Maker Description: Create professional-looking videos in no time! It's not
as hard as you think! Quick Photo Manager - Photo Manager Freeware Description: Photo Manager is a free
and small tool with which you can modify and save many pictures. It supports all the formats and file types
supported by Windows (BMP, JPEG, TIFF, GIF, PNG, WMF, EMF, ICO, and PCX). Photo Manager is a free and



small tool with which you can modify and save many pictures. It supports all the formats and file types
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Photo EXIF Manager is a powerful, yet simple-to-use software application that enables you to view and edit
EXIF information for digital camera photos. It comes in handy if you are looking for a simple and effective
method of stripping images of EXIF data in order to reduce their size occupied on the disk, for example,
which is significant if you are dealing with numerous images. The app does not come packed with complex
options or configuration settings, so it can be handled by all types of users, even those with minimal
experience in such apps. Autoplay next video A Proven Proven Tool For Managing Your Video Footage 1:58
The Power of Imagemagick - How to Convert Video, Merging, Splicing The Power of Imagemagick - How to
Convert Video, Merging, Splicing The Power of Imagemagick - How to Convert Video, Merging, Splicing In
this video, we show you how to take any type of video format and turn it into an image so that you can easily
create images for any purpose - from printing to use in web pages, creating icons, adding film-like visual
effects to photos and more. In this video we show you how to convert a video file from AVI, MPEG, MP4 to
JPG. Evaluating the Importance of Exif / IPTC Data for Product Reviews Join me as I discuss the importance of
metadata in product reviews. I go over the different types of metadata and look at how each of them impact a
companies online reputation. If you are new to our channel, we recommend you check out our intro video
below. Join our site now: Join our FacebookPage: Follow us on Twitter: Follow us on Instagram: Follow us on
Google+: 10 of the HOTTEST travel photos of 2018! 10 of the HOTTEST travel photos of 2018! 10 of the
HOTTEST travel photos of 2018! 10 of the HOTTEST travel photos of 2018! 10 of the HOTTEST travel photos
of 2018! 10 of the HOTTEST travel photos of 2018! 10 of the HOTTEST travel photos of
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What's New in the?

The EXIF data is a set of information embedded with digital camera pictures and the application allows you to
view and edit the embedded information. * Run in Windows 10 / 8 / 7 / Vista / XP / 2000. * View images in
various formats (BMP, GIF, JPG, PNG, TIF, TGA, PCX, WMF, WPS, PDF, etc.) * View and modify the main and
secondary EXIF data (tags) * View EXIF data in various fields, e.g., "Camera model, date and time of
shooting, resolution, exposure, f-number, shutter speed, ISO, etc." * Create your own EXIF data by editing the
EXIF data of an existing file (text, all tags, etc.) * See EXIF data of an image by showing its details * EXIF
EXIF data: * save EXIF data of an image to a new file * clean EXIF data from an image * delete EXIF data
from a file * undo EXIF edit * redo EXIF edit * undo EXIF move to a new folder * redo EXIF move to a new
folder * add EXIF data to an image * remove EXIF data from an image * rename EXIF data of an image *
select and copy EXIF data * create multiple EXIF databases from a selected folder * reverse EXIF data * view
EXIF data in the source image * save EXIF data to a file (all tags, date/time, etc.) * show details of EXIF data *
calculate EXIF data * export EXIF data of a selected folder to a file * add/remove tags from an image * search
an EXIF database for a tag * save EXIF data to a file (all tags) * show information of selected tags * show
EXIF data of an image * show information of a selected image * delete EXIF data from a file * change font size
and color * fix EXIF tag corruption * add EXIF tag * delete EXIF tag * modify EXIF tag * update EXIF data *
fix EXIF tag corruption * EXIF tags: * EXIF date/time * EXIF manufacturer * EXIF model * EXIF focal length *
EXIF aperture * EXIF f-number * EXIF shutter speed * EXIF ISO * EXIF image height * EXIF image width *
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EXIF image size * EXIF X-resolution * EXIF Y-resolution * EXIF resolution * EXIF pixel size * EXIF
compression * EXIF orientation * EXIF software * EXIF camera ID * EXIF header * EXIF image format * EXIF
version * EX



System Requirements:

An AMD Phenom II X2 550 Processor or equivalent ATI Radeon HD 4550 or higher graphics card 8GB RAM
128MB of dedicated video memory Minimum system specifications include a Pentium 4, AMD Athlon XP,
Pentium III, or Intel Celeron processor, Windows XP, and ATI Radeon 9550 or higher graphics card. A
DirectX 9.0c compatible video card with at least 256MB of video memory is recommended. System
requirements may change without notice. System Requirements Games
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